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FACTORIZATION ESTIMATES
FOR ABELIAN VARIETIES
by D. W. MASSER and G. WUSTHOLZ

To Wolfgang Schmidt, with respect and admiration,
on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

1. Introduction
Let A be an abelian variety. It is well-known that there exists an isogeny between A
and a product A^ x . .. X A^, where ^, ..., ^ are positive integers and A^ 5 . .., A(
are simple abelian varieties that are mutually non-isogenous. See for example [La]
p. 30 or [Mu] p. 174. One purpose of the present article is to prove a quantitative version
of this "factorization59 property when A is defined over the field of algebraic numbers.
For example, we shall give an estimate for the degree of the connecting isogeny.
At the same time we shall solve an apparently more general problem about
isogenies. If now A and A* are abelian varieties, defined over the field of algebraic
numbers, that are isogenous, we showed in [MW3] and [MW4] how to estimate the
degree of some isogeny between them. But the upper bound depended on knowing
polarizations on A and A*. The other purpose of this article is to eliminate the dependence on the polarizations.
To state our results more precisely we use the logarithmic absolute semistable
Fallings height A (A) of an abelian variety A defined over the field of algebraic numbers;
see for example [MW2]. We work over a number field A, and we introduce an extra
field K containing k in order to treat the "relative case19 over K. The most interesting
examples are then K == k itself (the "rational case95) and K = k the algebraic closure
of k (the "absolute case95). The factorization estimate can now be expressed as follows.
Theorem 7. — Given positive integers n and d, there is a constant K depending only on n,
and there is a constant G depending only on n and d, with the following property. Suppose A is an
abelian variety of dimension n defined over a number field k of degree d. Let K be any field containing k. Then there are positive integers e^ .. ., ^ and abelian subvarieties A^, ..., A( of A,
defined over K, simple over K, and mutually non-isogenous over K, together with an isogeny over K
from A to A.[1 x ... X A^ of degree at most G(max{ 1, ^(A)})1'.

Although this result gives only a bound for the degree N of the isogeny, it is easy
to deduce rather more about the factorization. Since A^, ..., A( are abelian subvarieties
of A it follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 (p. 414) of [MW2] (see also Lemma 7.2
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below) that they are defined over an extension of k whose relative degree is bounded
by an explicit function of n. Furthermore if A* == Af1 x ... X A^ then it is wellknown (see for example (7.2) on p. 436 of [MW2]) that

(1.1)

^A-X^+^logN.

Since also
(1.2)

A(A*) =^(Ai)+ ... +^(A,)

and the terms on the right are bounded below (see for example (7.3) on p. 436 of [MW2])
we derive upper bounds of the form
max{A(Ai), ...,A(A,)}^ Co max{ 1, A(A)}

for Co depending only on n and d. Now there are up to isomorphism over k only finitely
many abelian varieties defined over a number field of bounded degree with bounded
dimension and bounded height. Thus we see that Theorem I could be regarded as a
step towards a complete algorithm for factorization.
Next, our new isogeny estimate can be stated as follows.
Theorem II. — Given positive integers n and d, there is a constant K depending only on n,
and there is a constant G depending only on n and dy with the following property. Suppose A and A*
are abelian varieties of dimension n defined over a number field k of degree d. Let K be any field
containing k. Then if they are isogenous over K, there is an isogeny over Y^from A to A* of degree
at most G(m3ix{l,h{A)})K.

Actually Theorem II implies Theorem I. For some factorization of A exists, and
it is easy to see that we can suppose the factors A^, ..., A( to be abelian subvarieties
of A. Then A* == A^ x ... X A^ is defined over K, and we simply apply Theorem II
to this situation. However, we prefer to state the two results separately, and in fact we
will end up by deducing Theorem II from Theorem 1 through an intermediate result
(see section 7).
Recall that in [MW3] and [MW4] we proved a weaker version of Theorem II
in which the constant G was allowed to depend on the degrees of given polarizations
on A and A*. So the polarization hypotheses are now eliminated.
In fact we can go further and apply our methods back to the study of polarizations
themselves. We shall discuss this in more detail later in section 7, but meanwhile we
record here an easy consequence of Theorem II.
Corollary. — Given positive integers n and d, there is a constant K depending only on n, and
there is a constant C depending only on n and d, with the following property. Suppose A is an abelian
variety of dimension n defined over a number field k of degree d. If A has only trivial endomorphisms
over k, then it has a polarization defined over k of degree at most C(max{ 1, h{A)}Y.
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Let us now make some comments about our proofs of these results.
In the context of the finiteness theorems of Fallings [F] the well-known "trick95
of Zarhin [Zl] (see also [Z2]) was devised also for the purpose of removing certain
polarization hypotheses. This trick has to be supplemented by the classical finiteness
theorem of Jordan-Zassenhaus applied to appropriate endomorphism rings.
Naturally in our context Zarhin's trick remains indispensable. But we have already
seen in [MW3] (for example the Proposition p. 470) that our considerations can lead
to quantitative versions of Faltings's results. So it is not surprising that we will require
for the present work a version of Jordan-Zassenhaus that is quantitative in a similar
sense. However, there seem to be fundamental difficulties with proving such a result
in complete generality; for example any appeal to Wedderburn's Structure Theorem
is ruled out because of the use of Zorn's Lemma in constructing minimal left ideals.
See also [Ro] for an interesting discussion. Of course the structure of the endomorphism
ring of an abelian variety A is governed by the factorization of A into simple components
(see [Mu] p. 174) $ but it is precisely this kind of factorization that we wish to investigate
in Theorem I!
The circular argument here can be avoided by a device in section 7 later; but still
it is necessary to quantify Jordan-Zassenhaus for division algebras (corresponding to
simple abelian varieties). We do this in sections 2 and 3 below, obtaining rather precise
bounds through the use of the geometry of numbers and the theory of cyclic algebras.
The bounds are for certain "class indices", instead of the more familiar class numbers,
and they are expressed in terms of discriminants. Similar (but not quite the same) indices
were discussed by Bertrand [B].
These class indices arise in two different situations, both described in section 4.
First, the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem was used by Zarhin [Zl] specifically in connexion
with his concept of "stably isogenous55 abelian varieties, and in Lemma 4.1 we give
a quantitative version of his observation. Secondly, class indices occur in our Lemma 4.2,
which also allows us to estimate certain isogenies. Some of these topics were also treated,
for similar purposes, by Bertrand [B],
The statement of our Lemma 4.2 also involves an expression which for want of
a better word we call a "cross-discriminant55; it appears later in section 5 as a crossterm in evaluating certain discriminants. Also in this section we recall the "Rosati
discriminants55 of [MW4], and we show how they are related to the usual algebra discriminants.
In section 6 we go to the number field case, and we give estimates for discriminants
and cross-discriminants in terms of Fallings heights. These are deduced quite quickly
from the work of [MW4]; they enable us to generalize and make explicit the estimates
of section 4 for certain "product55 abelian varieties.
Similarly in section 7 we use the work of [MW4] to prove a weaker form of
Theorem II for such product abelian varieties, with K = k. From this we can deduce
Theorem I, also with K == k, quite quickly by means of "logarithmic comparison55;
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and then the general version of Theorem II with K = k. After that we show how the
results can be extended to arbitrary K. Then we prove the Corollary and add some further
remarks about "estimating polarizations". Finally we discuss in more detail the constants C and K.
The first author was partially supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. He would also like
to thank the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for additional support, and the University ofKonstanz for friendly
hospitality. This paper also profited from several remarks ofD. Bertrand andj. T. Stafford; in particular the former
sharpened our original inequality of Lemma 5.2 to an equality, and the latter improved our original version of
Lemma 2.2.

2. The class index
Let (9 be an order. By this we mean that 0 is a ring, containing a multiplicative
identity, which is free and finitely generated as an additive group. Thus D = (9 ® Q^
is a Q^-algebra; let m be its dimension over Q^.
Let tr denote the (non-reduced) trace from D to Q^ obtained as in [Re] (p. 3)
from the left regular representation. A lattice A in D is simply an additive subgroup
ofD ofZ-rank m, and we define the discriminant d{A) as the determinant of the tr(\ \y)
(1 ^ i,j ^ m) for any choice of elements \, . . ., X^ in a Z-basis for A. This is independent
of the basis elements. Since D is separable ([Re] p. 99), it follows easily that d(A) is
non-zero (compare [Re] p. 126), and we note the obvious relation
(2.1)

d(A) = [A:A]^(A)

for any sublattice A of A with index [A : A].
Now suppose D is a division algebra, and let e be a positive integer. We define
the (left) class index i^O) of the order (9 as the smallest positive integer I such that
every torsion-free left ^-module of fi^-rank e contains a free submodule of index not
exceeding I. The finiteness of ^(6^) is a very special case of the celebrated JordanZassenhaus Theorem (see for example [Re] p. 228 or [CR1] p. 559 or [GR2] p. 534).
The main result of the present section, the Class Index Lemma, provides a simple
estimate for ^(^) in terms of the discriminant d{(P).
Class Index Lemma. — For any order (9 in a division algebra as above^ and any positive
integer e, we have

W^ \dW\
If (D is the ring of integers of a number field and e -===- 1, this estimate is classical
(see for example [H] p. 608). Our proof generalizes the classical proof in a sequence
of lemmas. We start with another definition.
Let A be a lattice in D, and choose elements \, ..., X^ in a Z-basis for A. If nm is
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the norm (again see [Re] p. 3) from D to %, extended to D ® R, then the set y of all
(^, ..., jj in R"1 satisfying
(2.2)

\nm{s^+ ... + yXJ | < 1

is clearly a symmetric set containing a neighbourhood of the origin. It is sometimes,
but not always, convex. But there are always convex symmetric sets ^ of positive
volume contained in «$^ and it is not difficult to see that the volumes of such sets are
bounded from above (for example this is implicit in the proof of Lemma 2.1 below).
Furthermore the supremum of these volumes depends only on A and not on the choice
of basis elements Xi, ..., X^. If »(A) denotes this supremum, we also have
(2.3)

v(A) =[A:A]-^(A)

for any sublattice A of A.
Now consider the product p{A) = \ d{A)\112 u{A). Comparing (2.1) and (2.3)
we see that/»(A) ==^(A) for every sublattice A of A. Since any two sublatdces have a
common sublattice, it follows that p (A) is independent of A, and so it depends only on
the ambient division algebra D. So we can denote it by^(D) instead.
The following result is a preliminary estimate for the class index when e == 1.
Lemma 2.1. — We have
i,{(P)^2m\dmf2|p(D).

Proof. — This imitates the arguments in [Re] (p. 227, 228), except that the Box
Principle is replaced by the more precise Geometry of Numbers, as in the classical
treatment of class numbers.
Let M be an arbitrary torsion-free left (P-module of ^-rank 1. Replacing M by
an ^-isomorphic copy, we can suppose that it is a submodule of 0 itself. Pick any elements si, ...,e^ of a Z-basis of Q\ then the set of (^i, ...,^J in Z"1 such that
^i^i + ... + ^m^m belongs to M is a lattice in Z"1 (in the Minkowski sense), whose
determinant is N = [0: M].
Choose any real T > 2 W N/y(^). Then v{Q) > 2mN|T, so by definition there is
a convex symmetric set ^ in R"1, with volume bigger than 2"^^, such that (2.2)
holds for every (j^, ...,j > J in <9o. Now the scaled set T17"1 ^ has volume bigger
than 2"1 N, and so by Minkowski's First Theorem (see for example [Ca] p. 72) it contains
a non-zero lattice point. This gives ^ == ^i £1 + ... + n^ c^ =h 0 in M with
(2.4)

\nm^\^ T.
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Now Q^ is a free submodule of M of index [0: C^]/N. But it is well-known that
[0 : (P^] == | nm [L | (see for example [CR1] p. 127), so we conclude from (2.4) that
hW ^ T/N. Since this is any number bigger than 2 w /y(^) = 2^ | ^(^I^/^D), and M
was arbitrary, the proof of Lemma 2.1 is thereby complete.
Now if 0 is a Dedekind domain it is classical that i^O) = i^O) for every positive
integer e (see for example [Ga] p. 110 or §22 of [CR1], especially p. 155). Stafford
pointed out that the same is true even if (9 is a "non-commutative Dedekind domain";
for example a maximal order in D. In general we can prove the following result.
Lemma 2.2. — For any integer e ^ 2 we have
W^Wie-^Y

Proof. — We are grateful to Stafford for this argument. Let M be an arbitrary
torsion-free left ^-module of ff-rank e. Replacing M by an ^-isomorphic copy, we can
suppose that it is a submodule of O". By projecting to a fixed coordinate we obtain an
exact inclusion-projection sequence
0->^-1->^->fl?-^0,
and restricting to M gives another exact sequence
0 -> Me -> M -> Mi -> 0,
where MQ == ^ e-l n M and M^ == ^(M) for the projection TT. Now there is ^ in Mi
and a free submodule Mo of MQ such that
(2.5)

[Mi: ^] ^ ^),

[Mo : Mo] ^ i^(D).

Pick VL in M with 7r([ji) = ^; it is easy to see that M' = Mo + Q[L is a direct sum, and
that M/M' is isomorphic to Mi/6^. In particular [M : M'] = [M^ : ^i]. Also for
M = Mo + ^ we have [M' : jM] = [Mo : MJ, so that (2.5) leads to
[M : M] = [M : M'J [M': M] ^ i^(P) ^_i(^).
Since M was arbitrary, and M is free, the assertion of the present lemma follows at once.
It is now clear that the Class Index Lemma can be proved by induction from the
above two results, provided we can establish the lower bound
(2.6)

p(D) ^ 2"

This will be done in the next section.
Finally it may be interesting to compare the class index i^O) with the more conventional class number h[0) that counts ^-isomorphism classes of left (P-modules of^-rank 1.
For example, using Lemma 6.1 (p. 469) of [MW3] we find easily that A(^) ^ (^i^))"1.
But it is not clear whether conversely i^Q) can be bounded above in terms of^(^).
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3. Cyclic algebras
In Lemma 3.3 below we will establish (2.6) for any finite-dimensional division
algebra D over Q^.
Our proof makes essential use of the Albert-Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem, or
rather its consequence that D is cyclic over its centre F (see for example [P] p. 359).
Now F is a number field, and this means that there is a Galois extension E of F, with
cyclic group generated by <r, say, together with a non-zero element a of F such that
D = (E, a, a) in the notation of [P] (p. 277). If the relative degree [E : F] is n, then
D = E ® ^ E e ... ©^-^E,
where u"' == a and
(3.1)

cu = uc0

for all c in E.
We will need some formulae for trace and norm; these come most conveniently
from the left regular representation over E. Then for ^, ..., ^_i in E the corresponding
element
(3.2)

x = CQ + uc^ + ... + ^ ro - 1 ^i

in D is represented by the matrix M{x) with entries m^ = m^{x) (0^ i,j^ n — 1)
given by
' m^
^ ==
— cf_,
i/,_j

{i
\" >
^ jj ))

^,, =<!,.+„

{i<j)

(3.3)

(see [P] p. 298). Thus
ti-D/EW == Tr M(x) == tr^o)
and

W^D/E^) = ^et ^W

for the standard matrix Tr and Det. The traces and norms over F are appropriate
multiples and powers respectively (see [P] p. 295), and those over Q^ are obtained by
taking conjugates (see [Re] p. 119). We end up with
(3.4)

tr x == n tr^o)

(3.5)

nm x = { nm^(Det M (x)) }\

Note that m == n2 d, where d is the degree [F : Qj of F.
We define the lattice

A == Q^e ^E @ • • • eun"1 ^E?
where <P^ is the ring of integers of E.
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Lemma 3.1. — We have

\dW\^nnr\d(W\nm^^a)\n(n-l\
where r = nd is the degree ofE, and d{<P-^) is the field discriminant.

Proof. — Choose elements e^ . . . , ^ o f a Z-basis of 0-^. Using (3.2) to write down
the obvious Z-basis of A, we find that the matrix defining d{A) breaks into blocks as
-Me

0

0

0

,0

Mi

Mn-l
...

0

where MQ has entries tr {Cy Cy) and M, (1 < i ^ n — 1) has entries tr {ae^ e^ (1 < p, q ^ r).
So
n-l

(3.6)

d{A) == ± (Det Mo) n (Det M,).
i==l

By (3.4) we see that
(3.7)

DetMo==7^(^)-

Also by considering the left regular representation of a in E, and noting that o1 has
action with determinant ± 1, we find that
Det M( == ± ^ d[0^ nm^{a)

(1 ^ i < n — 1).

Now Lemma 3.1 follows from this together with (3.6) and (3.7).
Next, keep some choice e^ ..., €y of elements of a Z-basis of O-^. Write T^, ..., T^
for the different complex embeddings of F, extended in some fixed way to E. We define
a set ^o ln ^w as follows. A typical element X of A has the form (3.2) where CQ, ..., c^_^
are linear combinations of e^ ..., Cy with rational integer coefficients. We interpret
these coefficients as coordinates in R"1 for A ® R, and we define ^ by the inequalities
(3.8)

l^l^vl^l-^

((KiJ^n- l , l ^ k ^ d ) ,

where v == n~112.
Lemma 3.2. — The volume of y^ is
{ VW2 }n n-^12 | rf(^) \~nl2 I rim^d) |-^-^
where r^ and 2r^ are the numbers of real and non-real complex embeddings of E respectively.
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Proof. — The T = a3 T^ (0 < j < ^ — 1, 1 ^ A ^ rf) are all the different complex
n-l

embeddings of £5 and 0s = fl^. So by (3.8) the volume of ^ is given by II V^.
Here V, is the volume of the set in IV defined by the inequalities
| ^ | ^ v | 0s 1-^

as T varies, where now the coefficients of e^ ..., e^ in c are regarded as coordinates.
But it is well-known (see for example [H] p. 611) that the volume of the set defined
by | f | < 1 is
V == 2^(27^ | d{(P^\-112.

(3.9)

It follows that
V ^ ^ V \nm^{d)\-iln

(O^'^-l).

Now Lemma 3.2 follows from this together with (3.9).
Lemma 3.3. — We have p(D) ^ 2"1 for any division algebra D of dimension m over %.

Proof. — Clearly the set <9o defined by (3.8) is convex and symmetric. We will
verify that i f ^ i n D ® R i s given by (3.2) and satisfies (3.8), then
(3.10)

\nmx\^ 1.

For fixk with 1 ^ k^ d. Then the entries ^ == m^ in (3.3) of the matrix M^)^
satisfy
ISJ^VX3-1

(O^J<7Z-1)

with X = | a^ \l/n. It follows easily from properties of determinants together with
Hadamard's inequality that
| Det M{x)^ | ^ v" n^ = = 1

(1 < k ^ d).

Now (3.10) is an immediate consequence of this together with (3.5).
We deduce that the set ^ satisfies the conditions in the definition of ^(A). So
v{A) is no smaller than the volume of ^o, and finally Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 give
p{D) = | d{A) [ 1/2 u{A) ^ { 2^(27^2 }w ^ 2^

as required. This completes the proof of the present lemma, and, as we have already
observed, of the Class Index Lemma as well.
Finally we will at one point have to switch over from left to right, at least for e === 1.
We defined the left class index ^i(^) with reference to left ^-modules. We could also
define the right class index i[{(P) with reference to right ^-modules. The trace is defined
in [Re] (p. 3) with respect to the left regular representation but, since D = Q ® Q^ si
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separable, this same trace can equally well be calculated using the right regular representation ([Re] p. 123). So we can follow the proof of the Class Index Lemma with
appropriate modifications to give the same estimate
(3.11)

W^\dW2

for the right class index.
4. Simple abelian varieties
In his paper [Zl] Zarhin introduced the concept of stable isogeny between abelian
varieties, and he indicated the connexion with the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem. We
start by making this connexion precise, in terms of the class index.
Let k be a field. For the whole of the present section we work with the "rational
case59; thus all abelian varieties, abelian subvarieties, homomorphisms, endomorphisms,
isomorphisms and isogenies will be assumed to be defined over A, as well as the concept
of simplicity.
Recall that if A is an abelian variety, then the ring (9 = End A of endomorphisms
is an order in the sense of section 2. Also every/in 0 has a trace TR/and a norm NM/
defined in terms of the characteristic polynomial (see [Mu] p. 182). Suppose A is isotypic; that is, isogenous to some power of a simple abelian variety. Then if n is the
dimension of A and m is the Z-rank of 0 we have
(4.1)
(4.2)

2ntrf=mTRf
{nmfV == (NM/)"1

for the trace and norm used in section 2; further if/is an isogeny then its degree deg/
is just NM/. Finally if A is itself simple, then (Q ® Q^ is a division algebra, so we can use
the class index estimates of sections 2 and 3.
Lemma 4.1. — For positive integers TZ, N and. e let A he a simple abelian variety of dimension n, and suppose B is an abelian subvariety of A^ that is isogenous to A6. Then there is an
isogeny from B to A6 of degree at most (^(^P))2^, where 6 == End A.

Proof (compare also section 5 of [Zl] and the proof of Proposition 2 of [B], as
well as [LOZ]). — By hypothesis there is <p in Horn (A6, A^ such that B == 9 (A6).
Write 9 == (91, ..., 9^) ^or ?i? • • •? ?N ln ^ == Hom(A6, A). We regard J^ as a
N

(torsion-free) left ^P-module, so that M == S 0^ is a left ^-module of Jf. Since B is
fc==i
actually isogenous to A\ it follows that M has fl^-rank exactly e. Hence by the Glass
e

Index Lemma there are 94, ..., ^ in ^ such that M = S (P^, is free and contained
in M, with index
(4.3)

I == [ M : M ] < z,(^).

ss=l
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In particular, there are e^, ^ in 6 such that
(4.4)

y, = £ s,,9,
*==i

(1^^)

Lp,= I; ^,^,
,=i

(l^^N).

and
(4.5)

We define ^ from A^^ to A6 by ^ = (^i, ..., ^), where
N

^.(^, . . ., 0^) ==

S S^^
k=l

(1 ^ J < ^)

for ^, . . ., a^ in A, and we claim that ^ restricted to B is an isogeny.
For suppose ^(&) ==0 for some b in B, so that b = 9(0) for some a in A6. It follows
from (4.4) that ^ (a) = 0 (1 < j < <?), and then from (4.5) that Ib == 0. Thus ^ restricted
to B is indeed an isogeny, and since B has dimension ne we see that the degree of this
isogeny is at most l2^. In view of (4.3) this completes the proof of the present lemma.
For the next result we need a preliminary definition. Recall that D is a Q^-algebra
of finite dimension. A lattice A in D is a free finitely generated additive subgroup of D
with A ® Q^ = D, and for this we defined the discriminant d{A) in section 2. As a generalization we fix a left D-module V; then its dual Homp(V, D) is a right D-module (see
[CR2] p. 610). For v in V and v ' in Homj)(V, D) we can define theproduct vv' as the
image of v by v ' .
Now for free finitely generated additive subgroups M, M' of V, Honip(V, D)
respectively, of the same Z-rank ^, say, we consider the determinant A of the
tr([ji, p^.) (1 ^ z,j'< ^), where ^4, .. ., ^ and p.^ .. ., ^ are choices of elements from
Z-bases of M and M' respectively. If we change these choices, then A can change only
in sign; thus A2 is well-defined, and it is this we call the cross-discriminant c(M, M')
of M and M'. By analogy with (2.1), we have
(4.6)

c(M, M') = [M : M]2 [M': M']2 c(M, M')

for any subgroups M, M' of finite indices in M, M' respectively.
In practice D and V will be obtained from simple isogenous abelian varieties A
and B by choosing D as (9 ® Q, and V as Jf ® Q, for
(0 = End A,

JT == Hom(B, A).

Then Honip(V, D) can be canonically identified with jf" ® %, where
^ ' ==Hom(A,B),
and the above product coincides with composition. In the present paper we will restrict M
and M' to lattices inJ^ andjf" respectively. I f M = J ^ and M' == Jf' then Lemma 5.1 b)
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below shows that the cross-discriminant can be expressed in terms of discriminants.
Its usefulness in estimating isogenies is shown in the following result.
Lemma 4.2. — For a positive integer n let A. be a simple abelian variety of dimension n,
and suppose B is an abelian variety isogenous to A. Then there is an isogenyfrom B to A of degree
at most (^(Jf,^'))", where

Jf == Hom(B, A),

JT' = Hom(A, B).

Proof. — Since ^ is a left ^-module of fl^-rank 1, it contains by the Class Index
Lemma t\ with
(4.7)

[Jf : ^] = N^ i^Q) ^ | d I172,

where d = d{0). Also Jf' is a right ^-module of ^-rank 1, so that, by (3.11), it contains
T]' with
(4.8)

[J?r : T/ 0} == N^ ^(ff) < | rf I172.

Thus from (4.6) we get
(4.9)

(NN')2^,^') = c{(P^ T]' 0) == A2,

where A is the determinant of the tr(e, 8e,.) (1 ^ i,j^ m) for 8 == r^ in (P. Here
£1, . . . , e^ are elements of any Z-basis for 0. Now (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) give
(4.10)

A 2 ^ \d\2c{^^f).

On the other hand, using the left (or right) regular representation of 8, we see that
A===rf(w7i8). Thus comparison with (4.10) yields
(4.11)

\nmS\2^ ^,jr).

Also by (4.2) we have
(4.12)

{nm S)2^ = deg 8 = (deg T)) (deg T/).

Finally the required estimate for the degree of the isogeny T] from B to A follows from
(4.11) and (4.12) after throwing away deg7]' and using m^- 1.
5. Discriminants
We continue to work in the "rational case" as in the preceding section; now also
polarizations will be assumed to be defined over the ground field. The following result
shows that our cross-discriminant can often be expressed in terms of discriminants.
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Lemma 5.1. — a) For an isotypic abelian variety A we have
d(End A2) = (~ 1)"* 2^ (rf(End A))4,
where m is the TL-rank of End A.
b) Suppose further that A is simple and B is isogenous to A. Then
d{End A x B) == (- I)"1 2^(.r, J^') rf(End A) rf(End B),
wA^

JT == Hom(B, A),

Jf' = Hom(A, B).

Proof. — Assume for the moment only that A and B are isogenous isotypic abelian
varieties of the same dimension. As in section 6 of [MW4], we express elements f of
fs ^1
F == End A x B as matrices |
, where s, 8, T], •// are in End A, End B, Jf,Jf'
L^' 8j

respectively. So the Z-rank of¥isk =4m. Also TR/= TR s + TR 8, which from (4.1)
leads to
(5.1)

tr/==2tre+2tr8

when the traces are normalized as in section 2. Now we can write down elements
fi9 ' • ' ^ f k °{

a

fe

01

[0

T]I

[0

0]

fO

01

Z-basis of F in the form

,
,
,
, and we
[O OJ 5 [o OF k OJ 5 [0 8J 5
calculate d(¥) with these. The resulting matrix with entries tr(^y^) (1 ^ i,j^ k) splits
into blocks as
-MI M[
0

0

M3 Me
,0

0

0

0"

M:2 Mg
0

0

'

M, M^,

From (5.1) we find that M,'= 0 as well ( l ^ i ^ 4 ) , and that the determinants
D, == Det M, (1 ^ i ^ 4) satisfy
(5.2)

DI == y rf(End A),

D^ == 2"1 ^(End B).

Also TR(7)7)/) in End A is the same as TR(7)'7)) in End B, so that (4.1) gives
tr(-y]7]') = tr(7]'7]). Now in case b) we find that
(5.3)

D^^2^^,^')
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whereas in case a) with B == A we can split the factors to get
(5.4)

D^ = D3 == 2"1 rf(End A).

Finally since d(F) == {— l^D^D^D^D^we deduce the required formulae from (5.2),
(5.3) and (5.4); this completes the proof of the present lemma.
Next suppose A is an abelian variety defined over a subfield k of C, and let r be
a polarization of A. In [MW4] we defined the Rosad discriminant Dy(^) as the determinant of the TR(//7) ( z ^ ^ J ' ^ m^ where ./L • • •3/m are elements of any Z-basis
of 0 == End A, and/1' denotes the image of/ under the Rosad involution associated
with r. Note here that the trace is that defined by the characterisdc polynomial.
Lemma 5.2. — For a polarized isotypic abelian variety A as above we have

{2n)m\dW\=mmD,((!)),
where n is the dimension of A and m is the Z-rank of0 = End A.

Proof. — Originally we had only the corresponding upper bound for | d{0) \
(which suffices for the purpose of this paper), and we are grateful to Bertrand for poindng
out that equality holds, as well as clarifying the nature of the isotypic hypothesis. For
the proof one observes that the acdon of any involudon on any Z-basis must have determinant ± 1. The desired result follows from (4.1) on noting that Dy(^) > 0. This
completes the proof.
6. Preliminary estimates

For an abelian variety A we denote by A its dual abelian variety (see for example
[Mu] p. 123, or, in zero characteristic, p. 86). We also use the notation
Z(A) == (A x A) 4

for the abelian variety introduced by Zarhin.
Suppose A has dimension n and is defined over a number field k of degree d. We
continue to work with the rational case as in the preceding two sections. Let r be a
polarization on A of degree 8. The main result of [MW4] is an estimate for the Rosad
discriminant Dy(^) of (P == End A, of the following form. Let A(A) be the Faldngs height
of A as in secdon 1. Then
(6.1)

D,(^) ^ C(max{ 1, h{A)})^\

where \{n) depends only on n, and C depends only on n, d and 8. For convenience we
shall suppose that \{n) is monotonically non-decreasing in n.
Our first task is to convert this into an estimate for the ordinary discriminant d[Q).
Of course we could immediately use Lemma 5.2 for this purpose, but we need an upper
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bound independent of polarizations. So we use Zarhin's trick. At the same time we
estimate an associated cross-discriminant. The outcome is as follows; henceforth c^ ^, . . .
will denote unspecified positive constants depending only on n and d.
Lemma 6.1. — Suppose A is a simple abelian variety of dimension n. Then we have

max{ | d{0}\, ^,jT)}^ ^(max{ 1, ^A)})^,
where

0 == End A,

^ == Hom(A, A),

Jf' == Hom(A, A).

Proof. — The abelian variety Z = Z(A) is defined over the same field as A, and
of course it has a principal polarization r defined over this field (though not a canonical
one). Its dimension is 8n, and A(Z) = 8A(A), so that (6.1) with S == 1 gives
D,(End Z) ^ c^ A\
where h = max{ 1, h{A)) and X == X(8%). So by Lemma 5.2 we have also
(6.2)

| rf(End Z) | ^ <:3 ^

for Z == (A x A)4. Now a double application of Lemma 5.1 a) to (6.2) shows that
|^(EndA X A ) | ^ ^^/16.
Finally Lemma 5.1 b) with B = A leads to the required estimates (note that A, A are
isogenous over k\ see for example [La] p. 117). This completes the proof of the present
lemma (we ignore the 16 in our favour).
From now on we shall say that the abelian variety A is a product if there are positive
integers e^ . . ., ^ and simple mutually non-isogenous abelian subvarieties A^, . .., A(
of A such that A is isomorphic to A^ X . . . X A^. The next result extends Lemma 4.1
from simple abelian varieties A to product abelian varieties, and makes the estimate
more explicit, at least for e = 1 and N = 8.
Lemma 6.2. — Suppose A is a product abelian variety of dimension n, and let B be an
abelian subvariety of A8 that is isogenous to A. Then there is an isogeny from B to A of degree at
most ^(maxO.^A)})^8^

Proof. — Assume for the moment only that A is simple. Let e be a positive integer
and suppose B is an abelian subvariety of A86 isogenous to A6. Then by Lemma 4.1
there is an isogeny/from B to A'' with
deg/==N^ {iW6
for f l ? = E n d A . From the Glass Index Lemma we have N < \d[0)\n€i and so by
Lemma 6.1
(6.3)

N < ^max^^A)})^ 2 ^,

where c depends only on n and d.
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Now go back to the general situation of the present lemma, and suppose that A
is a product II A^. Then B is in II Af^. Since A^, ..., A, are simple and mutually
non-isogenous, this implies (see for example [MW1] p. 235, 262; all these considerations
remain valid over k) that B splits as 11 B, for B, in A?6*. Clearly B, is isogenous to A^,
so our opening remark and (6.3) provide isogenies^ from B, to Af* with
deg^ == N< < ^(max{ 1, h{A,)})^
and \ = n,e? ^.(8^), where n, is the dimension of A,. Using a standard property of
Faltings heights (compare (1.2)) we find that
(6.4)

h(A,)^c,h

for h == max{ 1, A(A)}. So /== 11^ is an isogeny from B to A with
deg/=nN,<^
and X = S/^?^(8^). Since S ^ ^ = = % , our monotonicity assumption implies that
X ^ r^^Sn), and this completes the proof.
In a similar way the following result extends Lemma 4.2 from simple abelian
varieties A, B to a product situation, and also makes the upper bound more explicit,
at least when B = A.
Lemma 6.3. — Suppose A is a product abelian variety of dimension n. Then there is an
isogeny from A to A of degree at most ^(max{ 1, ^(A)})^8^.

Proof. — As in the proof of the preceding lemma, suppose first that A is simple.
Then by Lemma 4.2 with B = A there is an isogeny/from A to A with
deg/=N< W^'}}\
where

^ == Hom(A, A),

^f = Hom(A, A).

So by Lemma 6.1 we find that
(6.5)

N < ^max^.^A)})"^

where c depends only on n and d.
Back in the general situation A = I I A ^ , we use (6.5) to derive isogenies f,
from A, to A^ with
deg/, = N^ ^o(max{ 1, h(A,)})^
and \ = n, X(8^). Using (6.4) again we construct this dme/== II/^' from A to A with
deg^IlN^q^
for

X = S n, e, X(8^) ^ n\{8n).

This completes the proof.
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7. Proof of Theorems

We first treat the rational case. Thus down to equation (7.7) below everything
including polarizations is defined over the ground field. We start by recalling the
polarized version of our Theorem II proved as the Corollary in [MW4]. Namely,
let A, A* be isogenous abelian varieties of dimension n, defined over a number field
of degree d, with polarizations of degrees at most 8. Then there is an isogeny/from A
to A* with
(7.1)

deg/< G(max{ 1, A(A)})^

where again ^{n) depends only on n but G depends on S as well as on n and d.
Our ultimate goal, in Theorem II, is to eliminate the dependence on the polarizations. But first we prove the following intermediate version, independent of polarizations, when A is a product. Again ^, ^, ... denote constants depending only on n
and d.
Lemma 7.1. — Suppose A and A* are isogenous abelian varieties of dimension n defined
over a number field of degree d, and that A is a product. Then there is an isogenyfrom A* to A of
degree at most <:i(max{ 1, ^(A)})^, with
KQ==5n2^8n) + 16n^{8n).

Proof. — Since A and A* are isogenous, so are Z == Z(A) and Z* == Z(A*). Because
these are principally polarized we can apply (7.1) with 8 = 1 to obtain an isogeny p9
from Z to Z* with
degp' ==N< c^

where h = max{ 1, A(A)} and p. = ^{8n). So there is an opposite isogeny p from Z*
to Z with
(7.2)

deg p = N1671 -1 ^ CQ h^.

By Lemma 6.3 there is an isogeny/from A to A with
deg/==M^ ^^
and X = nHQn). Taking the product of/ 4 with the identity on A4 gives an isogeny q
from Z to A8 with
(7.3)

d e g ? = M 4 ^ ^4X.

Now let i be any embedding of A* into Z* (for example into a direct factor) and consider
B = ^'(A*). This is an abelian subvariety of A8 and it is isogenous to A because p, q

are isogenies, i is an embedding and by hypothesis A* is isogenous to A. So by Lemma 6\ 2
there is an isogeny r from B to A with
(7.4)

degr^c.y
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and v = n2 X(8%). Now the composition rqpi is an isogeny from A* to A with degree at
most deg(rqp), which by (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) is at most c^h^°. This completes the
proof of Lemma 7.1.
We can now establish the main results of the paper in the rational case. For
Theorem I let N be the smallest positive integer for which there exist positive integers
^i, . . . , ^ and simple mutually non-isogenous abelian subvarieties A^, . . . , A ( of A
together with an isogeny from A to A* == A^ X . . . X A^ of degree N. Applying
Lemma 7.1 with the abelian varieties switched around, we get an isogeny from A to A*
of degree N'^ <;g(max{ 1, ^(A*)})^. Using another standard property (compare (1.1))
of Fallings heights, we see that

N' ^ c^h + log N)"0
for h = max{ 1, h{A)}. But by minimality N ^ N', and we conclude in the usual way that
N < C^Q h^0. This is nothing else than the assertion of Theorem I (in the rational case).
The proof of Theorem II is even easier. We have just seen from Theorem I that
there is an isogeny f from A to some product abelian variety AQ with
(7.5)

deg/=N^n^.

So by Lemma 7.1 there is an isogeny f* from A* to Ag with
(7.6)

deg/* ^ ^(max { 1, h{A,) })^.

Using (1.1) to estimate h{Ao)
h{Ao) < c^ h. Thus (7.6) gives
the result with / to obtain the
This completes the proof
in both results can be taken
(7.7)

in terms of h and log N, and then using (7.5) we get
degf* ^ ^4 A"0, and now we can reverse/* and compose
required isogeny of degree at most c^ A2^0.
of Theorems I and II in the rational case; the exponent
as

K == 2mco = l(te3 \{8n) + 32n2 [L{8n),

where X and pi are defined in (6.1) and (7.1) respectively.
We now consider the relative case over an arbitrary field K containing A. We
need the following result due essentially to Silverberg [S], in which A[3] denotes the
set of points of order 3 on an abelian variety A.
Lemma 7.2. — a) Suppose A is an abelian variety defined over a number field k. Then every
abelian subvariety of A is defined over the field ^(A[3]).
b) Suppose A, A* are abelian varieties defined over a number field k. Then every homomorphism
from A to A* is defined over the field A?(A[3], A*[3]).

Proof. — Part b ) is a special case of Theorem 2.4 (p. 255) of [S], and then part a)
follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 (p. 414) of [MW2].

Note that if A has dimension n then
(7.8)

[k(A[3]):k]^ 3271,

and so this result provides a significant strengthening of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 of [MW2].
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We now deduce Theorem II for arbitrary K from the rational case. Suppose
A, A* are defined over k and isogenous over K. From Lemma 7.2 b) it follows that
they are isogenous over the field k^ == ^(A[3], A* [3]) n K, which by (7.8) is a number
field of degree at most 34" d. Now the rational case over k^ provides a small isogeny
over k^ and hence over K. This completes the proof of Theorem II in general, with
the same exponent (7.7).
The deduction of Theorem I from the rational case is similar, using the number field
k^ = A(A[3]) n K. We get abelian subvarieties A^, . . . , A , o f A , defined over Aj, simple
over ^i, and mutually non-isogenous over k^y together with a small isogeny from A
to a product. We claim that A^, . .., A( are simple and mutually non-isogenous over K.
But suppose for example that B is an abelian subvariety of A^ defined over K.
By Lemma 7.2 a) it is defined over ^(A^[3]) s ^(A[3]) and so also over ^. Hence
indeed B = 0 or A. Similarly suppose for example that f is a homomorphism from A^
to Ag defined over K. Then by Lemma 7.2 b) it is defined over A(Ai[3], A2[3]) c A(A[3J)
and so also over k^. Hence indeed f == 0.
So the above claim is established, and it follows that we get a factorization over K.
This completes the proof of Theorem I in general, also with the exponent (7.7).
Let us now discuss the Corollary. There is an attractive approach to this result,
which runs as follows. It is known (see for example [Mu] p. 234) that every abelian
variety A is isogenous to a principally polarized abelian variety A*. If we were allowed
to apply Theorem II, then we would get a small isogeny / from A to A*, and we could
use this to pull back the principal polarization on A*. Unfortunately we are not allowed
to apply Theorem II, because the field of definition of A* cannot be controlled, except
in terms of some polarization on A!
We obtain a valid proof simply by replacing A* by the dual A of A in this argument.
If End A is trivial, then it is easy to see that for any isogeny f from A to A, eitheryor — f
corresponds to a polarization on A. This establishes the Corollary.
It seems to be an interesting problem in itself to generalize the Corollary by removing
the hypothesis of trivial endomorphisms. For example, this would provide another
more direct route from the polarized isogeny result (7.1) to the unpolarized result of
Theorem II. Alternatively one can hope to generalize the Corollary directly using
Theorem II, as above. In fact this can be done in a number of cases, and we shall provide
details in a later article.
We close the present paper with some remarks about the constants C and K in
our results. As already for [MW2], [MW3] and [MW4], the exponent K is not only
effective but also explicit; however in practice it remains somewhat large. Similarly
the constant C can be made explicit in the degree d. In fact it can be supposed independent
of d, provided we replace m a x { l , A ( A ) } by max{rf,A(A)}. This follows easily from
the analogous modifications of (6.1) and (7.1), which themselves are clear from the
inequalities (5.3) and (6.4) of [MW4]. But the effective dependence of C on the dimension n remains an interesting problem.
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